Tuesday, September 26  Session 1

Paper presenter: Andrea Restrepo-Mieth
Cornell University

Local planning and local development: CBOs working in challenging environments
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum A

Paper presenters: Angela Baumann, Andrew Westfall, Ashley Obiaka, PhD,MPH,CHES, Elizabeth Turnipseed, MD,MSPH FACP & Andrea Cherrington, MD,MPH
University of Alabama at Birmingham

Utilizing Community Health Workers to Improve Health Outcomes Among Vulnerable Populations
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum A

Paper presenters: Ayanda Chakawa & Steven K. Shapiro
Auburn University

Developing and Implementing Bridging the Gap: Promoting Child Well-Being
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum A
Paper presenters: Alleah Crawford, Julia McNeill & Cheryl Stephenson
East Carolina University
Access and music education in one North Carolina community
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: Andrew Pearl & Jennifer Purcell
University of North Georgia, Kennesaw State University
Faculty Development in a Post-Consolidated World
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: April Simons, Trenton Huffines, Lauren W. Redden, & Scott Kramer, PhD
Auburn University
Building Sustainable Houses for the Gnobe People in Cienageta Panama
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: Alana Rothstein, Michael Robinson, Mallory Cary & Teri Sivilli MPH
University of Georgia
Follow the Yellow Brick Road: Experiential Learning and "Wicked Problems"
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum C

Paper presenters: Ally Voegeli, Michael Zeman, Kyleigh Higie, Anna Gillespie, Sarah Regan & Alex Politsky
Penn State University
Creating a Student Engagement Network by Addressing Barriers to Engagement
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum C

Paper presenter:     C.L. Bohannon
Virginia Tech

Disruptive Engagement: Exploring Uneven Geographies Through Community Engaged Design
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum C

Paper presenters:  Caroline Macke & Jessica Averitt Taylor
Northern Kentucky University

Food insecurity and campus climate: Engaged research and the community
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum D

Paper presenter:  Chris Flook
Ball State University

Indiana's Bicentennial Torch Relay: Experiential Learning in Engaged Community Service
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum D

Paper presenter:  Del Bharath
University of Nebraska Omaha

Using Service-Learning to Develop Practical Skills for Emerging Nonprofit Professionals
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum D

Paper presenters:  Adriane Sheffield, Holly Morgan & Cameryn Blackmore
University of Alabama
STEM Entrepreneurship Academy: A Community Outreach Program for High Schoolers
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum K

Paper presenters: Alexander C. Gardner, Steven Weiland & Alexander Gardner
Michigan State University

Promoting Postsecondary Attainment: A Guide for Online Completion in Michigan
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum K

Paper presenters: Alice M. Buchanan & Vanessa Hinton
Auburn University

Supporting Positive Behavior at a Youth Center
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum K

Roundtable presenters: Amanda B Marable, Melanie M. Biersmith, Sue Chapman & Hal Beaver
University of Georgia 4-H, Georgia Association of Elementary School Principals

Partnerships that Propel: Engaging Youth in Leadership in Elementary and Middle School Years
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum J, Table 1

Roundtable presenters: Amanda M. Evans & Jessica Fripp
Auburn University

Serving Alabama Fosters through Engagement (SAFE): Building Capacity
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum J, Table 2

Roundtable presenters: Ann W. Lambert, Laurie C Harris, Dr. Chih-hsuan Wang & Shu-wen Tzeng
Auburn University
Engaging Students and our Community with Tiger BabiesTM
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum J, Table 3

Roundtable presenters:  Adrienne Duke, Jessica Norton, & Allison Love
Auburn University

Teasing vs. Shooting: Bullying Prevention with Schools in Violent Neighborhoods?
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum J, Table 4

Roundtable presenters:  Barbara Baker, Chippewa Thomas & Paula Bobrowski
Auburn University

It's All About Relationships: The Tuskegee Auburn Women's Leadership Alliance
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum J, Table 5

Roundtable presenters:  Brigitta Brunner & Giovanna Summerfield
Auburn University

Engagement, Collaboration, and Reflection: Community and Civic Engagement Initiatives
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum J, Table 6
Roundtable presenters: Conni Fennell-Burley & Dr. Elizabeth Davis  
University of Georgia  
"Writing and Community": Engaging Students in Rural Outreach and Engagement  
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum J, Table 7

Roundtable presenter: Heather Starr Fiedler  
Point Park University  
Building Bridges - Preparing Freshman Seminar students for Community Engagement  
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum J, Table 8

Workshop presenter: Elena Foulis  
Ohio State University  
Oral History as a tool for Community Engagement  
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Birmingham Ballroom 9

Workshop presenter: Cara DiEnno  
University of Denver  
Moving from Serving Individuals to Engagement Programs Seeking Collective Impact  
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Birmingham Ballroom 1, 5

Workshop presenters: Charles Robinson, Liddy Detar & Cole Crawford  
Oregon State University  
Listen Up! A Tool and Method for Connecting Narratives and Learners  
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Forum E
Workshop presenters: Cristin Foster Brawner, Mark Wilson & John Miller
David Mathews Center for Civic Life, University of Alabama, Auburn University
Democracy at Work: Immersive Civic Learning in Alabama
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum F

Workshop presenters: Danilea Werner, Angie Colvin Burque & Nana Daronatsy
Auburn University
BraveHearts Center for Place and Purpose: A Community-University Partnership
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum G

Workshop presenters: Scott Kramer, Alan Bugg, Tom Corson, Peggy Walker, Erin Allee & Sarah Hoffman
Auburn University
Students Making A Difference In Ecuador: A Successful Service Learning Model
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum H

Workshop presenters: Angela Allen, PhD, Patrick Proden & Angie Allen
University of Wisconsin Extension - Milwaukee County, Oregon State University Extension
An Experiment in Engagement: The Urban Communities Reimagined Research Project
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Forum I

Workshop presenters: Azuri Gonzalez, Amy Wagler, Mark Lusk & Jennifer Lujan
University of Texas at El Paso
Co-Constructing Community Engaged Scholarship Knowledge within Institutions
10:00 - 11:00 A.M. Parlor MR 405
Workshop presenters: Dr. Barbara Wilder, Dr. Constance Hendricks, Margot Fox & Marilyn Stanford
Auburn University School of Nursing
Academic-Community Partnerships and Technology Provide Service Learning Clinical Laboratory
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Parlor MR 407

Workshop presenters: Calvin Briggs & Samantha Briggs
Lawson State Community College, University of Alabama
*Increasing Recruitment and Persistence of Underrepresented Minorities in STEM Career Pathways*
10:00 - 11:00 A.M.  Parlor MR 410

**Tuesday, September 26  Session 2**

Paper presenters: Charlene LeBleu, Rebecca Retzlaff & Christian Miller
Auburn University, Mobile Bay National Estuary
*Assess coastal planning issues and vulnerabilities with multiple stakeholder groups*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M.  Forum A

Paper presenters: Charmayne Adams, Marlon Johnson & Stephanie Daniels
University of Tennessee at Knoxville
*Mental Health Professionals' Role in Preventing Youth Community Violence*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M.  Forum A
Paper presenters: Dave Procter, Tina Khan & Rial Carver
Kansas State University
Expanding healthy food access through community engagement
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum A

Paper presenters: Bonnie Bressers, Sam Mwangi, J. Steven Smathers, David Kaye, & Levi Smith
Kansas State University
Civically Engaged Youth: "Doing that Volunteering Stuff" in rural Kansas
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: Brandy Walker & Ashley Nylin
University of Georgia
Recipes for Engaged Scholarship: A Dash of Rigor Will Do
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: Claire Schuch, Susan Harden, Heather Smith & Kamille Bostick
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Levine Museum of the New South
Latinos and the New South: Results from Community Dialogues
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: Gary Taylor & Lyn Brodersen
Iowa State University Extension
Land-grant engagement as the foundation of community engagement
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum C
University of Alabama
*Learning to Teach Life Skills to Youth through Physical Activity*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum C

Paper presenters: Ken D. Thomas & Melissa Baumann
Auburn University
*Building Community Through Serving Our Community: Pre-freshman Service Learning Experience*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum C

Paper presenter: Laura Finley
Barry University
*Engagement in Domestic and Dating Violence Awareness: Assessment of Student Perceptions of Service-Learning Activities*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum D

Paper presenters: Laurie J. Bonnici & Jackie Brodsky
University of Alabama, Wayne State University
*Program Enrichment: A Tide Pool of Shared Experiences*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum D

Paper presenters: Libby Ferris, Nicole Landowski, Julie Dierberger & Joe Allen
University of Nebraska Omaha
*Knowledge and Engagement: Service-Learning Connecting Students to the Community*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum D
Paper presenters: Bernadette Johnson
SARIMA and University of Johannesburg
"SES: Barriers and Drivers of "Socially Engaged Scholarship" in South African Higher Education: Implications for Research Management in Africa
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum K

Paper presenters: Brent Fox, Haley M. Phillippe, Lindsey Hohmann, Karen F. Marlowe, Sarah Hill & Amanda Fowler
Auburn University
Combating Drug Misuse and Abuse in Alabama: Engaging Key Stakeholders
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum K

Paper presenter: Jason Rhoades
Antioch University New England
Conducting Participatory Climate Change Adaptation with Vulnerable Groups: Lessons learned
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum K

Roundtable presenters: Catherine LePrevost, AnnMarie Walton, Allison Lipscomb & Gayle Thomas
North Carolina State University, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, North Carolina Farmworker Health Program
Engaging Outreach Workers in Developing a Farmworker Health Research Agenda
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum J, Table 1

Roundtable presenters: Godwin Tayese Apaliyah, PhD & Sonia BasSheva MaĂ±jon, PhD
Ohio State University
Revitalizing Rural Economies through Community Arts and Cultural Tourism
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum J, Table 2

Roundtable presenters: Heather Whitley, Angela Stallworth & Courtney Hanson
Auburn University, Baptist Health System, University of Alabama
*Diabetes Classes Augmented with Multidisciplinary Speed Dating to Improve Outcomes*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum J, Table 3

Roundtable presenters: Casey Mull, Alison C Berg & Diane W Bales
University of Georgia
*Examining the Perceptions of Scholarship among Field-Based Faculty*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum J, Table 4

Roundtable presenters: Deborah Romero, Annie Epperson, Elizabeth (Liz) Gilbert & Christine Marston
University of Northern Colorado
*Sustaining and Advancing Engagement: Moving Beyond the Implementation Honeymoon*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum J, Table 5

Roundtable presenters: Diane M. Doberneck, Trixie G. Smith, Miles McNall & Dianna Baldwin
Michigan State University
*Workshops, Write-Ins, and Retreats: Continuum of Support for CES Publishing*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Forum J, Table 6

Roundtable presenter: Samuel Bosco
Cornell University
*Restoring Nut Trees in Haudenosaunee Culture*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Forum J, Table 7

Roundtable presenters:   Katherine F. Thompson & Victoria Anderson
University of Georgia, Shades Cahaba Elementary School
*Pedagogies of Possibilities: Confronting Systems of Injustice through Critical Service-Learning*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Forum J, Table 8

Roundtable presenters:   Katy Smith & Aria Colangelo
University of Georgia
*Marine Debris: The One Pollutant Contributed by Everyone*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Forum J, Table 9

Workshop presenter:   Katherine L Davis
University of Georgia
*Narrative Inquiry in Engaged Research*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Birmingham Ballroom 9

Workshop presenters:   Jessica Dutille, Casey Krafton & Jessica Morel
Plymouth State University
*Integrating Cross-division Functions to Increase Access to High Impact Learning*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Birmingham Ballroom 1, 5

Workshop presenters:   Henry R. Cunningham, Vicki Hines-Martin & Patrick Smith
University of Louisville
*Developing a Community Impact Assessment Instrument: Exploring the Process*
1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Forum E

Workshop presenters: Holly Morgan, PhD, Liza Wilson, PhD, & Blake Berryhill, PhD
University of Alabama

*Parent-Teacher Leadership Academy: Building Community by Supporting Children and Families*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Forum F

Workshop presenters: Naomi Lumutenga, Herbert Nabusiu, John David Kabasa, Ruth Muwazi, Margaret Khaitsa & May Sengendo
Maendeleo Youth & Women Association, AFRISA Makerere University, Mississippi State University

*Connecting Higher Education and Grassroot Communities through Community Led Initiatives*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Forum G

Workshop presenters: James E. McLean, Samory Pruitt, John M. Tyson, Jr., Christopher Spencer & Felecia Lucky
University of Alabama, Volunteers of America Southeast, Black Belt Community Foundation

*Finding Funding Solutions for Community Needs*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Forum H

Workshop presenters: Jeannette Diaz, Melanie McClellan & Amber Smallwood
University of West Georgia

*Institutionalizing Community Engaged Scholarship: An Administrative/Academic Dialogue*

1:00 - 2:00 P.M.   Forum I
Workshop presenters: Kendall Henderson, Meghan Jones, Margot Fox, Amy Curtis & Kelly Strickland
Auburn University School of Nursing
Experiences in Curriculum Design and Implementation of Healthcare Professions Camp
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Parlor MR 405

Workshop presenters: Mary Jane Eisenhauer & Laura Weaver
Purdue University Northwest, Indiana Campus Compact
Indiana's Faculty Fellows: Engaging scholars across disciplines and institutions
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Parlor MR 407

Workshop presenters: Jelena Zivkovic, Enoh Obindu, Shittu Ayodeji, Daniel Ugwuede, Eugene Uwiringiye &
Imaobong Alfa
American University of Nigeria
Presidential Student Community Service Award
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. Parlor MR 410

Tuesday, September 26  Session 3

Paper presenter: Jeff Helm
Youth Opportunity Center, Inc.
In Service of Learning: Multi-Discipline Real-World Projects
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum A

Paper presenters: Kate Taylor Harcourt & Eboni Baugh
East Carolina University
Engaging formerly incarcerated fathers and their coparent through a fatherhood program
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum A

Paper presenters: Laurel Iverson Hitchcock & Kristina Scott
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama Possible

*Engaging through Tensions: Aligning Student Learning with Community Partners Outcomes*

2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum A

Paper presenter: Edwin Martini
Western Michigan University

*Meeting Them Where They Are: Building Engaged Research Programs through Innovation, Access, and Outreach*

2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: Florence Wakoko-Studstill, Margaret Khaitsa, Samuel G. Okech & Berna Nakanwagi
Columbus State University, Mississippi State University, Makerere University

*International Service Learning for Infectious Disease Management in Uganda*

2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: Francesca Adler-Baeder, Julianne McGill, Christine Totura, Carlie Cave, Della Loflin & Rachel Savasuk-Luxton
Auburn University

*Testing the Efficacy of Couple Relationship Education for Diverse Couples*

2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum B

Paper presenters: Lisa Bates & Jennifer Drinkwater
Iowa State University
Diversifying Place: Art & Design Engagement to Amplify Voice
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum C

Paper presenters: Lise M. Youngblade, PhD, Shelley A. Haddock, PhD, LMFT, Toni Schindler Zimmerman, PhD, LMFT, Jen Krafchick, PhD, CFLE & Lindsey Weiler, PhD, LMFT
Colorado State University, University of Minnesota

Campus Connections: A Community Engaged Best Practice High Impact Course
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum C

Paper presenter: Lori Simons
Widener University

Expanding the Lens of Civic Engagement Through Service
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum C

Paper presenters: Teresa A. Sharp, Stephanie Goris, Liz Gilbert & Grace Turner
University of Northern Colorado

Physical Activity: Perceptions, Barriers and Recommendations from a Frontier Community
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum D

Paper presenters: Mandy Heatherly, Jennifer Zeimet & Tanya Wildman
Alabaster City Schools, Alabama

Parental Involvement in the Spanish-speaking Latino community
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum D
Paper presenter: Marla Rosenvall  
Weber State University  
*Lessons Learned with Community Based Research: Comparing Approaches*  
2:15 - 3:15 P.M.  
Forum D

Paper presenter: Brandy Walker (presenting in place of Janet Rechtman)  
University of Georgia Fanning Institute  
*From Engagement to Action: Interdisciplinary Leadership Development for STEM Scholars*  
2:15 - 3:15 P.M.  
Forum K

Paper presenter: Edel Randles  
Institute of Technology Tralee, UNESCO Chair  
*Golf - Widening the Lens on Autism and Creating a Community*  
2:15 - 3:15 P.M.  
Forum K

Paper presenters: Gavin Luter & Robert F. Kronick  
Wisconsin Campus Compact, University of Tennessee at Knoxville  
*University-Assisted Community Schools: Catalyzing Education Reform at 3 Levels*  
2:15 - 3:15 P.M.  
Forum K

Workshop presenters: La Barbara James Wigfall & Mirta Chavez  
Kansas State University  
*Building engaged multicultural student communities in a Midwest Red State*  
2:15 - 3:15 P.M.  
Birmingham Ballroom 9
Workshop presenters: Kristen Hetrick, Barbara Herzog & Jared List
Doane University
Strategies for Developing Community Engagement on a Small Campus
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Birmingham Ballroom 1, 5

Workshop presenters: Jessica Dutille, Casey Krafton, Samantha Diemand & Brianna Munoz
Plymouth State University
High Impact Learning Labs as Catalysts for Empowerment, Creativity, and Innovation
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum E

Workshop presenters: Jim Hakala, Jeanne McDonald, Margaret Posnick & Amanda Giguere
University of Colorado, Colorado Shakespeare Festival
A Case Study in Communities of Practice: the CU-Boulder OEPN
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum F

Workshop presenters: Jovita J.Lewis, Stephanie Helms & Barb Struempler
Auburn University
EFNEP: A Model for Community Nutrition Education
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum G

Workshop presenters: Kelley Coleman, Carolyn Darden, & Helene Thorpe
Texas Tech University
Building Global Citizens through Sustainable Outreach Programs
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum H
Workshop presenters: Jeannette Diaz, & Lisa Gezon
University of West Georgia
The promise and challenge of validity in community engaged scholarship
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Forum I

Workshop presenters: Laura Weaver & J.R. Jamison
Indiana Campus Compact
No longer on the fringe: Principles for creating quality engaged scholarship
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Parlor MR 405

Workshop presenters: Lynn W. Blanchard & Andrew Furco
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, University of Minnesota
Campus-Wide Efforts to Support Engaged Scholarship in Promotion and Tenure
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Parlor MR 407

Workshop presenters: Kathy Jo Ellison, Kristen Helms, E. Jean Dubois, Emily Myers, Jeanna Sewell & D. Thomas Dayberry
Auburn University School of Nursing, Auburn University College of Liberal Art, Auburn University School of Pharmacy
Implementing inter-professional service learning through community-based elder care mobile clinics
2:15 - 3:15 P.M. Parlor MR 410